HUBLOT AND BERLUTI

STYLE OR NOTHING
Berluti’s signature Venezia leather and its famous patina, combined with Hublot’s
innovation in watchmaking creates the Classic Fusion Berluti. In 2015, Berluti adorned
an array of straps and dials for the Classic Fusion model. The fusion of expertise sets
this limited edition apart with its bold, distinctive personality. The artful combination
of the watchmaker’s signature innovation, with the craftsmanship of the soulful shoe
company, exemplifies elegance, defining the spirit of the classic gentleman.

RITUAL
The Classic Fusion straps have been created using the same procedure used in
Berluti’s leather production: from patterning, shaping, cutting and assembling the
pieces of leather, to the mounting of the strap and lacquering. Each strap is enviably
exclusive. The timepieces are presented in Venezia leather settings of nero grigio
and tobacco colors. The wax and brushes that come with the watch are an invitation
to the ritual of caring for your bracelet’s shine, whenever necessary.

CLASSIC FUSION BERLUTI SCRITTO
The straps of the limited edition Classic Fusion Berluti King Gold are expertly carved
with the Berluti Scritto signature, which is inspired by 18th century calligraphy. The
tobacco color hued leather that adorns the dial strikes the perfect balance with the
warm nuances of Hublot’s King Gold.

CLASSIC FUSION BERLUTI SCRITTO
511.OX.0500.VR.BER16

CLASSIC FUSION BERLUTI
Watches and leathers, like fine vintages, distinguish this original and bold limited
edition model. A fusion of the expertise of leather and watchmaking creates a watch
with personality. Give a man fine shoes and a beautiful watch and he can conquer
the world.

CLASSIC FUSION BERLUTI ALL BLACK
In its eminent monochrome, jet-black style, this new collector’s edition has a nero grigio
Venezia leather handmade strap, inspired by the art of scarification, marked with the
signature «Gaspard» incision of the Berluti Maison. The 45 mm black ceramic case
contains a MHUB1100 mechanical self-winding movement with a nero grigio leather
dial signed by Berluti. This model has been issued in an exclusive limited edition.

CLASSIC FUSION BERLUTI ALL BLACK
511.CM.0500.VR.BER16

CLASSIC FUSION BERLUTI

SPECIFICATIONS
REFERENCE
DIAMETER
THICKNES
WATER RESISTANCE
CASE
BEZEL
BEZEL LUG
“H” SCREWS
GLASS
CROWN
CASE BACK
CASE BACK GLASS
DIAL
HANDS
MOVEMENT
FREQUENCY
POWER RESERVE
STRAP
BUCKLE

511.CM.0500.VR.BER16 (ALL BLACK)
511.OX.0500.VR.BER16 (SCRITTO)
45 mm
10.95 mm
5 ATM (50 m)
Polished and satin-finished black ceramic or 18K King Gold
Polished and vertical Satin-finished black ceramic or 18K King Gold
Black color composite resin
Titanium, polished
Sapphire with anti-reflective treatment
Black ceramic or 18K King Gold, polished with "HUBLOT" logo
Polished black ceramic or 18K King Gold engraved:
"LIMITED EDITION" + “BERLUTI” (ceramic) or
"LIMITED EDITION" + “BERLUTI” (King Gold 18k)
Sapphire with interior anti-reflective treatment
Berluti leather, color “nero” (ceramic) or “tobacco” (King Gold)
Polished black-plated or gold-plated
Caliber Hublot HUB1100, mechanical self-winding
4 Hz (28'800 A/h)
42 Hours
Black rubber and “Gaspard leather - Berluti” color “nero” with black
stitching or “Scritto leather - Berluti “color “tobacco” with brown stitching.
Black-plated stainless steel deployant buckle clasp or
18K red gold and black-plated stainless steel deployant buckle clasp

